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Abstract: Functional electrical stimulation (FES) is used for treating foot drop by delivering electrical
pulses to the anterior tibialis muscle during the swing phase of gait. This treatment requires that
a patient can walk, which is mostly possible in the later phases of rehabilitation. In the early
phase of recovery, the therapy conventionally consists of stretching exercises, and less commonly
of FES delivered cyclically. Nevertheless, both approaches minimize patient engagement, which
is inconsistent with recent findings that the full rehabilitation potential could be achieved by an
active psycho-physical engagement of the patient during physical therapy. Following this notion,
we proposed smart protocols whereby the patient sits and ankle movements are FES-induced by
self-control. In six smart protocols, movements of the paretic ankle were governed by the non-paretic
ankle with different control strategies, while in the seventh voluntary movements of the paretic ankle
were used for stimulation triggering. One stroke survivor in the acute phase of recovery participated
in the study. During the therapy, the patient’s voluntary ankle range of motion increased and reached
the value of normal gait after 15 sessions. Statistical analysis did not reveal the differences between
the protocols in FES-induced movements.

Keywords: functional electrical stimulation; foot drop; smart protocols; physical therapy; contralat-
eral control; range of motion; stroke

1. Introduction

Functional electrical stimulations (FES) has been used for correcting foot drop for
more than half a century. People with foot drop have reduced active control of the foot
due to a combination of weak dorsiflexors and increased spasticity and stiffness of the
plantar flexors [1]. Most of the current available FES systems stimulate the tibialis anterior
to induce dorsiflexion (DF) during the swing phase of gait to ensure foot clearance [2–4].
Employment of the FES during walking proved to be not only assistive but also effective as
a therapeutic device. Increases in walking speed, stride/step length, foot range of motion
(RoM), functional mobility, and reducing spasticity are some of the presented benefits of
FES-assisted walking [3,5–10]. Studies have shown that stroke survivors, besides compro-
mised DF, do not effectively activate their plantar flexors during gait [11,12]. Plantar flexors
have an important role in forward propulsion, swing initiation and power generation, and
provide the majority of the stability for the entire body during the mid-stance phase of the
gait [13,14].

Interruptions in the blood supply to the brain during a stroke lead to the loss of
neurons that had highly specific functions. Reorganization in the damaged hemisphere
leads to better rehabilitation. Studies suggested that specific training and rehabilitation
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programs that target the use of the hemiparetic limbs, such as repetitive and intense move-
ment practice, an active engagement of the patient during therapy, and functional gains
following task-specific training, can improve neuroplasticity [15–18] and consequently
improve motor control. Additionally, neural plasticity could be promoted by bilateral
movements that allow the activation of the undamaged hemisphere to increase activation
of the damaged hemisphere and facilitate control of the paretic limb [19].

Burgar et al. [20] presented a robot for clinical therapy that continuously moved
the paretic limb to the mirror-image position of the healthy limb enabling the patient to
practice bimanual shoulder and elbow movements in the horizontal plane. Clinical trials
comparing bilateral robot therapy to traditional therapy in 21 moderately affected chronic
stroke subjects showed significant improvement in the strength of the biceps, triceps, and
deltoideus muscles, and in the elbow and shoulder section of the Fugl-Meyer movement
assessment score. Whital et al. [21] introduced a repetitive bilateral arm training with
rhythmic cueing protocol, which consisted of moving two handles in a reaching motion
symmetrically (arms moving together in the same direction) and asymmetrically (one arm
pushes away while the other pulls towards). They showed improvements in Fugl-Meyer
scores and the Wolf Motor function test. The range of motion and said improvements were
maintained at two months after patients stopped training.

Recent studies used FES to stimulate paretic hand depending on the movement of
the healthy hand. Knutson et al. described the new treatment that uses contralaterally
controlled functional electrical stimulation (CCFES) [22]. Up to three surface electrodes
were placed over the forearm finger and thumb extensors to produce functional hand
opening. The healthy hand wore the command glove with sensors attached to the dorsal
side. The glove detected the degree of hand opening, and based on that, the strength of
muscle contraction was modulated with pulse duration. The results from both chronic
and subacute patients showed greater improvements in CCFES groups compared with the
groups that had cyclic neuromuscular electrical stimulation [22–24]. Another CCFES study
included patients six weeks after onset of stroke [25].

Inspired by promising results of CCFES for the upper limbs, Knutson et al. developed
a new CCFES system for the lower limbs [26]. The DF of the paretic ankle was controlled
by volitional dorsiflexion of the unaffected ankle. The movement of the unaffected ankle
was tracked with a bend sensor placed on a sock. The CCFES therapy was compared with
the cyclic FES, where stimulation was activated according to the established scheme. All
patients that participated were in the chronic phase. Patients from both groups showed
significant changes across all the tested impairment measures and the functional ambula-
tion measure, but there was no significant benefit of CCFES compared to the cyclic FES.
Authors suggested that patients in the acute phase could benefit more from this type of
therapy and also that the pattern of stimulation activation should correspond to the pattern
of walking, i.e., the DF of one foot should be synchronized with the plantar flexion (PF) of
the other.

This pilot study aimed to propose a novel rehabilitation program for treating foot drop
in patients who could not use FES when walking because of at least one of the following
conditions: disturbed balance, insufficient physical fitness, a lack of locomotor control,
spasticity, etc. This program integrated several previously-researched control techniques
that might promote and/or speed up motor recovery: (1) FES-induced foot DF and PF
movement [27]; (2) repetitive, goal-oriented movement training [22]; (3) active participation
of the patient [28,29]; (4) bilateral in-phase and anti-phase movements [19]. The program
consisted of a set of seven different protocols, called smart protocols. In six of the seven
protocols, movements of the paretic foot were controlled contralaterally by the healthy foot,
while in one protocol, the active movements of the paretic foot triggered the stimulation.
We analyzed FES-induced movements during individual sessions and during the therapy.
Moreover, we tracked the effectiveness of a novel FES therapy through voluntary ankle
RoM and the ability to perform the desired foot movement.
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2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Subject

The participant in the study was a 63-year-old female patient. The treatment started
2.5 months after she suffered an ischemic stroke insult. Her left side was affected. The
patient could not walk. She needed someone’s assistance to transfer her from a lying
to a sitting position and could not stand independently with a tendency to fall to the
left. Besides the FES treatment described below, the patient received the conventional
stroke rehabilitation program, including 60 min of conventional physiotherapy based
on the neurodevelopmental facilitation approach (Bobath concept) and 30 min of daily
occupational therapy. The occupational therapy included functional mobility exercises,
sitting balance, transferring in/out bed/chair, and wheelchair management. The baseline
of the lower extremity Fugl-Meyer Movement Assessment [30] was 13 out of 34, the Barthel
Index [31] was 80 out of 85, and the Mini-Mental State Examination [32] 30 out of 30.
The experimental procedures and potential risks were explained to the patent and she
signed a written consent. Ethical approval for the study was obtained from the local ethics
committee. The study was conducted according to the guidelines of the Declaration of
Helsinki, and ethical approval was obtained from the Ethics Committee of the Clinic for
Rehabilitation “Dr. Miroslav Zotović” affiliated with the Faculty of Medicine, University of
Belgrade (the ethics board protocol number: 03-295/1, date of approval: 29 January 2016).

2.2. Hardware

Stimulator with electrodes: An electrode with sixteen conductive pads arranged in
two rows placed over the lateral and medial popliteal fossa and the IntFES v2 stimulator
(Tecnalia R&I, Donostia-San Sebastián, Spain) [33] were used for inducing DF and PF
of the paretic foot. The common anode was positioned below the knee. The stimulator
delivered a single biphasic pulse train to the demultiplexer, which routed it to different
independent conductive pads within the multi-pad electrode. The ARM processor was
utilized for the execution of various stimulation protocols, pulse-by-pulse control of the
stimulation pattern, real-time acquisition, processing of the data stream from sensors, and
communication with a host controller. The control of the stimulation process was done via
the National Instruments LabVIEW (National Instruments, Austin, TX, USA) application
with a user-friendly graphical interface, running on a tablet PC. The stimulator output
stage was current controlled in 1 mA steps with the maximal current limited to 50 mA. The
operating principle that supported multi-pad electrode based FES paradigm with increased
movement selectivity and delayed onset of muscle fatigue in comparison to conventional
FES was reported in our previous studies [33,34].

Assessment: During treatment, two wireless measurement units were placed onto
the insets of both patient’s feet. They were attached with a combination of elastic bands
and hooks-and-loop straps, allowing secure and easy fastening onto the patient’s foot with
minimal displacement. Each of the sensors comprised of a micro-accelerometer and a
micro-gyroscope in a single chip (MPU-6050, InvenSense, San Jose, CA, USA) (Figure 1).

2.3. Smart Protocols

During the smart protocols, the movement of the paretic foot was FES-induced by: (1)
moving the healthy foot (contralaterally controlled) or (2) the residual voluntary movement
of the paretic foot. In six of the seven protocols, movement of the paretic foot was controlled
contralaterally in-phase or anti-phase in the sagittal plane. Movements were considered
as in-phase when DF (PF) of one ankle was accompanied by DF (PF) of the other, and as
anti-phase when DF (PF) of one ankle was accompanied by PF (DF) of the other. Although
the paretic foot was moved without any voluntary movement (due to FES), the patient was
still instructed to try to simultaneously move the paretic foot in the specified direction (the
same direction as the direction of FES-induced movement). In the last protocol, stimulation
was initiated with voluntary movements of the paretic foot. The order of smart protocols
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was randomly selected before the first session and the same order remained in all of
the sessions.
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Figure 1. The position of the patient during a session. The patient sat in the wheelchair with both
legs hanging over the wedge pillows. Wireless sensors were placed onto the insets of both feet. The
paretic foot was without a shoe to minimize any extra weight. The reference 2D coordinate systems
were established with zero values in line with each foot sensor when feet were relaxed. Movement of
the foot above the zero value was considered as dorsiflexion (DF), and movement of the foot below
zero value was considered as plantar flexion (PF).

The patient operated the system by herself. She was able to choose the rate, the
direction, and the strength of the movements. In protocols in which the duration of the
stimulation was not predefined, the patient could also decide to cease the stimulation (smart
protocols 1.1, 1.2, 3.1, and 3.2). The predefined duration of the stimulation in protocols 2.1,
2.2, and 4 was chosen following data from other studies [35–37]. The main idea behind
protocols 1–3 was to provide different levels of control to the user. During protocol 2 (2.2
and 2.2), the patient controls only direction and initiation. This control is extended in
protocol 1 (1.1 and 1.2) by adding the contraction duration as a controllable parameter.
Finally, in protocol 3 (3.1 and 3.2) the patient was able to set the stimulation amplitude,
resulting in a variable level of muscle contraction. By expanding the controllability of
FES protocols in incremental steps, the intention was to explore both the effectiveness
and personal preference of the patient in adopting new therapy protocols. The FES was
delivered at a frequency of 40 Hz and with a pulse width of 400 µs throughout the whole
smart protocols therapy. The current amplitudes selected to elicit DF and PF were adjusted
just before the beginning of smart protocols, in accordance with our previous study [38],
and were within the same range as previously reported (16–24 mA).

In the figures within Table 1, simultaneous feet movements are marked with the same
color. Yellow parts of the arrows on the healthy foot represent the neutral zone, i.e., zone
without stimulation.
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Table 1. Smart protocols.

Protocol 1.1
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2.4. Treatment

The patient had 15 therapy sessions, once per day, five times per week during week-
days. The therapy was performed at the Clinic for Rehabilitation ˝Dr. Miroslav Zotović˝
in Belgrade, Serbia. Each session was divided into four sections: (1) system setup; (2)
recording of the voluntary and passive (performed by the therapist) movement of the
paretic foot; (3) creating the pads configurations for DF and PF within multi-pad electrode;
(4) smart protocols. The first three steps are explained in detail in our previous publica-
tion [38], the difference being the position of the patient. In this study, the patient sat in
the wheelchair with both legs over the wedge pillows (Figure 1). This position allowed
unobstructed feet movement. Except for producing a quality movement, the activation
of final stimulation configurations should not cause a painful or unpleasant sensation. In
cases when the patient reported such sensations, the pads included in the configuration
or/and stimulation amplitude would be adjusted. Further, the patient could ask for the
stimulation parameters to be changed at any time during the session. Pad configurations
for DF and PF during each session were stored in stimulator memory. The patient’s paretic
foot was without a shoe to avoid shifting extra weight. The shoe on the healthy foot did not
cause a significant difference in ankle mobility compared to when the shoe was off. Hence,
we decided to keep the shoe on the foot to avoid additional engagement of a clinician, in
terms of putting on and taking off the shoe.

Each one of the seven smart protocols lasted for three minutes, with a one-minute pause
between two consecutive protocols. The duration of one session (7 × 3 + 6 × 1 = 27 min)
was the same as for FES-assisted walking applied in previous studies [39,40].

2.5. Assessment

Movements of the foot in the sagittal plane were estimated based on the gravita-
tional component of the acceleration and calculated as the arctangent of the ratio of the
acceleration values in transverse and sagittal planes, according to the method described
in [41].

The calculation of feet trajectories was independent for each foot. At the beginning of
each smart protocol, the patient’s feet were relaxed. These positions were marked as zero
values in the 2D systems. Foot movements above zero value were considered as foot DF
and movements below zero value as foot PF (Figure 1).

3. Results

The participant completed 15 therapy sessions. The voluntary and passive range
of motion in the sagittal plane of the paretic foot was recorded at the beginning of each
session throughout the therapy, and the results are presented in Figure 2. The voluntary
RoM increased from 16◦ at the baseline to 40◦ at the end of the therapy, while the passive
increased from 50◦ to 68◦.

Figure 2 also shows a serious issue that can be expected during stroke rehabilitation—
the increase in the patient’s joint stiffness occurring on some days during the study. As
noticeable on days 8, 10, and 11, there were significant drops in passive and/or active RoM,
which was not in line with the recovery trend from previous days.
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Figure 2. The voluntary (yellow line) and passive (red line) ankle RoMs. Ankle RoMs were recorded
at the beginning of each session throughout the therapy.

To analyze the effects of smart protocols, each FES-induced movement of the paretic
foot was represented by an angle. In protocols 1.1, 1.2, 2.1, and 2.2 the angle was calculated
as the median value of the plateaus of an FES-induced movement in the sagittal plane.
In protocols 3.1 and 3.2, the movement of the healthy foot activated stimulation patterns
with several current intensities depending on the heathy foot position. For these protocols,
the angle was calculated as the median value of the highest plateaus (stimulation pattern
with the highest current amplitude) between two consecutive states without stimulation.
Examples of feet trajectories and how paretic foot movement angles were detected when
feet movements were in-phase (protocol 1.1) are shown in Figure 3. Similarly, Figure 4
shows paretic foot angle detections during anti-phase movements (protocol 1.2) in Green
lines in Figures 3 and 4 illustrate FES pattern activation: positive values represent activation
of DF and negative activation of PF.
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foot was controlled by the healthy. Passing by the set thresholds (10◦/−10◦ relive to the coordinate
origin established at the beginning of the protocol) of the healthy foot activated configurations
for dorsiflexion (DF)/plantar flexion (PF) of the paretic foot. When the healthy foot was between
set thresholds, the stimulation was off. Calculated movements of the healthy foot are represented
with red, and movements of the healthy foot with the blue line. Stimulation activations are shown
with the green line. Estimated positions of the achieved FES-induced movements are marked with
black asterisks.
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Figure 4. Example of the Smart protocol 1.2. Movements were in anti-phase in the sagittal plane
and the paretic foot was controlled by the healthy. Passing by the set thresholds (10◦/−10◦ relive
to the coordinate origin established at the beginning of the protocol) of the healthy foot activated
configurations for plantar flexion (PF)/dorsiflexion (DF) of the paretic foot. When the healthy foot
was between set thresholds, the stimulation was off. Calculated movements of the healthy foot are
represented with red, and movements of the healthy foot with the blue line. Stimulation activations
are shown with the green line. Estimated positions of the achieved FES-induced movements are
marked with black asterisks.

In smart protocol 4, movements were induced by the paretic foot. The stimulation
pattern was activated when there was not increase/decrease in movement amplitude for
0.5 s. The angle 0.5 s before FES activation represents voluntary movement and median
value from the activation to the end of stimulation FES-induced movement. Figure 5
shows an example of the paretic foot trajectory, detected representative voluntary, and
FES-induced movement angles during smart protocol 4.

The session’s median values of representative angles for all Smart protocols through-
out the therapy are shown in Figure 6. Positive values correspond to FES-induced DF and
negative to FES-induced PF movements.

The session’s median values of representative voluntary and FES-induced angles for
Smart protocol 4 are shown in Figure 7. In sessions 1, 3, and 5 the patient did not succeed
in performing satisfactory PF movement, i.e., in lowering the paretic foot 2◦ from the
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coordinate origin established at the beginning of the protocol. After eight sessions, the
patient managed to perform any desired movement.
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4. Discussion

Due to the fact that the conservation of cortical maps and the potential for neuroplas-
ticity are the highest in the acute phase, any delay of the therapy leads to less effective and
longer rehabilitation [42,43]. This means that exercise in the early stage following a stroke
is important. The methodology presented in this paper is intended for that purpose. Fur-
thermore, the main goal of this study was to devise protocols that enhance the involvement
of the patient, thus transforming him/her from mere recipient of physical therapy into the
focal point of the therapy protocol. By enabling the patient to be in charge of the intensity
and the type of exercise while receiving clear and easy to understand quantitative feedback,
such as joint RoM, we hypothesize that the motivation of the patient would also increase.

We have developed seven smart protocols that focus on different movement synergies.
There were several reasons why we decided to devise multiple protocols. Firstly, changes
in schedule and exercise composition during therapy improve therapy effectiveness [44,45].
Although only two movements were FES-induced (DF and PF of the paretic foot), different
activation and deactivation strategies of the stimulation patterns made them variable.
Secondly, a variety of motor tasks may possibly increase the motivation of the users and
enhance generalization to other motor tasks. Thirdly, one of our goals was to evaluate the
effectiveness of individual strategies on joint angles during FES sessions and to examine
which protocol was preferred by the patient during our pilot study.

Smart protocols were designed in a manner permitting them to be easily added to the
foot drop therapy based on the same FES multi-pad device as: (1) the initial FES protocol
in the case of poor balance; (2) the familiarization protocol for patients that never had
FES; or (3) the strengthening protocol that cannot endure prolonged walking sessions. It is
envisioned that the patient upon reaching sufficient balance and muscle strength necessary
for standing and walking, transitions to the assisted walking protocol using the same
device. Thus, the familiarization and the building the trust in the device period would be
reduced, enabling patients and therapists to fully focus on the gait rehabilitation.

FES-based therapies for foot drop correction mostly apply stimulation to the paretic
leg during the gait. It is shown that FES-assisted gait has a significant therapeutic effect
on walking ability, gait speed, cadence, symmetry, endurance, and the like, as well as
improvement in ankle DF voluntary control [46,47]. Still, stroke survivors need to be able
to walk in order to be included in such rehabilitation programs, which can be expected
only in the chronic phase of recovery [48]. Hence, introducing new rehabilitation programs
for foot drop treatments based on FES which would also cover non-walking patients and
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employ FES to achieve meaningful functional activation sequences when a patient is sitting
or lying, especially in the early stages after the stroke insult, became a topic of research
interest. The parameter that could be tracked—given the circumstances and nature of
the therapy—is voluntary ankle movement. Ankle control is crucial for walking and it is
shown that the supraspinal sensorimotor control of walking can be assessed indirectly by
voluntary ankle DF [49].

In our previous FES study for foot drop correction during assisted walking [38] the
same system was used as in this study. The time that had passed since the stroke insult
of all patients was more than three months and all of them were able to independently
walk. The group results showed RoM increase of 14.5◦ after three weeks of the therapy
and an additional 7◦ in the last week of the therapy. The patient included in the present
study did not meet the criteria of independent walking. Her baseline voluntary ankle RoM
was smaller than the median RoM value of the walking group (16◦ compared to 19◦), but
after three weeks of the therapy, she had a higher increase in the RoM—up to 24◦. It should
be noted that the ankle movement in seated FES therapy was the only exercise included
and ankle joint RoM was the only evaluation metric, thus enabling increased focus of the
patient on a specific rehabilitation goal. This could be a possible reason for the higher RoM
increase compared to the FES-assisted walking study where all spatio-temporal aspects of
gait were of interest.

Sabut et al. [50] observed changes in the voluntary and passive ankle RoMs as the
result of a 12-week-long therapy based on FES-assisted walking. The obtained results
were compared with the control group. Although the statistically significant increase was
present in both RoMs of both groups, the statistically significant difference between groups
in terms of the percentage change was found in the voluntary RoM. The mean value of
the voluntary RoM of 27 patients (17.3 ± 18.8 months since a stroke) in the FES group
increased by 47%, while in our study the patient’s voluntary RoM increased by 150%. The
increase of the passive RoM was around 36◦ in both studies.

Yan et al. sequentially FES-activated four muscles of the leg, mimicking normal gait,
while the subjects were lying with the affected leg supported by a sling [51]. The results
showed a statistically significant increase in maximum isometric voluntary contraction of
ankle dorsiflexors and plantar-flexors in the FES group compared to the placebo and control
group. Moreover, the patients that received FES treatment showed a tendency to start
walking two to three days earlier than the patients in the other two groups. The findings
of this study that focuses on FES exercises initiated shortly after stroke insult, similar to
the concept of our study, support the premise that early and intensive intervention could
significantly improve motor recovery and functional outcome after a stroke [52].

A novel motor control therapy using CCFES included three stroke survivors in the
chronic stage (>6 months since the insult) [53]. The paretic ankle DF was FES-induced
with various intensities by the degree of voluntary DF movement of the healthy foot
measured with a bend sensor attached to the sock. This protocol is similar to smart protocol
3.1 presented in this paper. One of the outcome measures of six-week home exercises
was the difference between the angle of the relaxed ankle in the seated position and the
maximal voluntary DF. Two subjects had increased DF angles by 13◦ and 17◦, while the
third decreased the DF angle by 2◦. The authors presumed that the third patient’s lack of
progress could be due to fewer of the prescribed exercises, cognitive deficits, or a depressive
state. A larger study failed to demonstrate the advantages of CCFES compared to cyclic
FES where patients had a task to synchronously dorsiflex the ankle with the FES [26]. Data
from both groups showed significant improvements in the maximum DF angle (median
change 6.5◦). Besides non-implementing anti-phase ankle movements and the inclusion of
patients in the chronic phase, the engagement of patients in both groups was stated as a
potential reason for the diminishment of differences. When devising the smart protocols,
we took into account all of the above-mentioned factors that contribute to a higher increase
in RoM.
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Another study that could be qualitatively compared with our methodology, specifically
with Smart protocol 1.1, is the mirror therapy combined with FES [54]. The mirror therapy
results presented in the paper show statistically significant improvement of ankle RoM
compared to conventional therapy.

In this study, except for tracking voluntary and passive RoMs, we focused on FES-
induced movements in each smart protocol. Each protocol session was represented with
a single angle value. This angle was calculated as the median value of representative
FES-induced movements during the protocol (as explained in Results). To compare overall
differences between protocols the ANOVA test was used, which didn’t show any significant
difference between the protocols (p < 0.05). Based on the present finding, it is not possible
to divide protocols based on their effectiveness, and thus further research including more
patients should be conducted.

In most of the sessions, the smallest value of the median DF FES-induced ankle
angle was for protocol 3.2. Reduction in FES-induced DF movement was related to not
reaching the maximal stimulation level, which, based on the position of the healthy foot,
could be decreased up to 4 mA. This indicates that the patient was often selecting sub-
maximal stimulation levels. Nevertheless, despite slightly smaller RoM, there was no
statistically significant difference between this and other protocols, suggesting that self-
selected stimulation amplitude would have a similar effect as amplitudes that result in
maximal stimulated joint movement. This finding also shows the importance of including
the patient in the rehabilitation process.

FES-induced DF movements increased during therapy (Figure 6). In the first session
mean value of all FES-induced movements was 19◦, while in the last it was 33◦. Although
FES-induced and voluntary PF movements did not increase substantially, the patient
succeeded in reliably achieving the minimal threshold for initiating DF (3◦) and PF (2◦)
after eight sessions. For three sessions during, in three sessions the patient did not manage
to lower the paretic foot below the minimal threshold (2◦).

After the 1st, 6th, 11th, and 15th sessions, the patient chose her preferred protocol.
Each time, she chose protocol 1.1 in which feet movement was in-phase. This could be due
to in-phase moving of the feet being cognitively easier and more stable than anti-phase
moving [55].

Also, we noticed that throughout the first two weeks of the therapy, during protocol
4 (when only the paretic foot should be engaged), she simultaneously symmetrically
moved the non-paretic foot. These unintended movements appearing in the contralateral
homologous body part during active voluntary moves are called mirror movements [56].
The appearance of post-stroke mirror movements is yet to be fully explained. Some of the
possible causes are over activation of the non-lessoned hemisphere [57] or the activity of
the phylogenetically-older subcortical motor circuits that contribute to control [58]. In the
recent study, it was shown that the disappearance of the mirror movements correlates with
the recovery of the affected extremity [59]. We plan on recording these mirror movements
in future studies as an additional tool for assessing recovery.

An increase of the passive RoM and a decrease in the gastrocnemius muscle spasticity
were noticed in the therapy that combined FES and active participation of the patient in
the sense of hand triggering the ankle DF [60]. A similar effect could be extracted from
the results presented in this paper. As one can see from Figure 2, there were significant
decreases in the passive and/or active RoM on certain days, due to the increased muscle
stiffness. As the passive and active RoMs were measured at the beginning of each therapy,
the trend of reduced values was not transferred to the RoM (DF+PF) during FES protocols,
as seen in Figure 6, indicating that the joint stiffness was alleviated during FES exercises,
which is in agreement with the previous study [60,61].

There are several limitations to this study that should be noted. Firstly, as this is a case
study, there is uncertainty if the findings on this patient will be confirmed on a larger group
of patients. Secondly, the patient was in the acute phase following a stroke insult. Secondly,
it is difficult to assess the independent contribution of each parameter—smart protocols,
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spontaneous recovery, and conventional therapy—to the overall success of the FES therapy.
Thirdly, the pillow placed behind the legs was pressing the ankle extensors, resulting in a
certain reduction of muscle contractions. Despite that, as the FES protocol was mirroring
the standard ankle joint RoM measurement protocol at the Clinic for Rehabilitation of Dr.
Miroslav Zotović, the muscle contraction reductions should be similar, meaning that active,
passive, and stimulated ROM should also be comparable throughout the study.

The combination of protocols used in each therapy session resulted in increased
voluntary and passive RoMs (Figure 2). At the end of the therapy, the patient reached
voluntary RoM which corresponds to RoM during normal gait [62]. Better performance
of DF and PF movements, as well as an increase of ankle RoM, could be a good base for
further gait rehabilitation.

5. Conclusions

It is shown that stroke survivors could improve the performance of certain motor skills
if they are included in exercises and training [63–67]. We developed a new rehabilitation
program that promotes early training of the foot DF and PF. The results from a patient
included in this study are promising, but further studies with larger samples are needed to
evaluate the utility and effectiveness of this proposed rehabilitation method and to make a
distinctions between protocols based on to their contributions to the increase of the ankle
joint RoM.
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